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Abstract

NASA conducted a multidisciplinary flight research program on the F-15 airplane. The program began in 1976 when two preproduction airplanes were obtained from the U.S. Air Force. Major projects involved stability and control, handling qualities, propulsion, aerodynamics, propulsion controls, and integrated propulsion-flight controls. Several government agencies and aerospace contractors were involved. In excess of 330 flights were flown, and over 85 papers and reports were published. This document describes the overall program, the projects, and the key results. The F-15 was demonstrated to be an excellent flight research vehicle, producing high-quality results.

Nomenclature

ADEC  adaptive engine control system
AEDC  Arnold Engineering and Development Center
AJ  jet nozzle area
BTL  boattail angle
BUC  backup control
CAS  control augmentation system
CENC  convergent exhaust nozzle control
C.I.P.  component improvement program
CIVV  compressor inlet variable vanes
Cp  pressure coefficient
DEEC  digital electronic engine control
DEFCS  digital electronic flight control system
DTMM  maximum-minimum total pressure distortion factor
EMD  engine model derivative
EMD  engine model derivative
EPR  engine pressure ratio, PT6/PT2
FDA  fault detection and accommodation
FTIT  fan turbine inlet temperature
H  altitude
HIDEC  highly integrated digital electronic control
HIMAT  highly maneuverable aircraft technology
L  airplane length
LOD  light-off detector
M  Mach number
N1  fan rotor speed
N2  compressor rotor speed
PB  burner pressure
PLA  power lever angle
PS2  engine-inlet static pressure
PS6  turbine discharge static pressure
PT2  fan inlet total pressure
PT6  mixed turbine discharge total pressure
$\sqrt{\frac{\Delta P_{T2}}{\Delta P_{S6}}}$  surface pressure root-mean-square pressure fluctuation amplitude
q  dynamic pressure
RCVV  rear compressor variable vanes
Re  Reynolds number
ReT  transition Reynolds number
TT2  engine-inlet total temperature
U  velocity
USAF  U.S. Air Force
WAC  corrected fan airflow
WF  fuel flow
WFGG  gas generator fuel flow
Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC), also conducted. In all, about 85 technical reports and papers were published. This document presents a summary of the projects conducted and some of the key results obtained.

**Description of the F-15 Airplane**

The F-15 (Figs. 1 and 2) is a high-performance air-superiority airplane with a high thrust-to-weight ratio and excellent transonic maneuverability. It is manufactured by McDonnell Aircraft Company and has a maximum Mach number capability of 2.5. The airplane has a low aspect ratio shoulder-mounted wing with 45-deg sweep and twin vertical tails. It is powered by two afterburning turbofan engines, each supplied with air by a variable-geometry inlet. The two airplanes used in the NASA flight research program were the F-15A-2 airplane (serial number 710281), the preproduction propulsion test airplane, and F-15A-8 airplane (serial number 710287), the preproduction high-angle-of-attack and spin test airplane. Both airplanes were single-seat airplanes. The F-15A-2 airplane (Fig. 1) retained the original preproduction wing planform, while the F-15A-8 had raked wingtips (Fig. 2) which is the production configuration.

The F-15 flight control system consists of horizontal tails for pitch control, rolling tails and ailerons for roll, and dual rudders for yaw. A fully mechanical flight control system is augmented by a dual-channel limited-authority analog control augmentation system (CAS) in all axes.

The F-15 inlet (Fig. 3) is a variable-geometry design with external compression. It incorporates variable-capture first ramp, with the cowl hinged at a rotation point as shown in Fig. 3. The second, third, and diffuser ramps are linked together. The bypass door exits air from a throat slot bypass. A digital inlet control system positions the ramps and the bypass as a function of sensed variables.

The F100-PW-100 engine (Fig. 4) powers the F-15 airplane. This engine is a low-bypass afterburning turbofan built by Pratt and Whitney. It features a three-stage fan driven by a two-stage low-pressure turbine and a nine-stage compressor driven by a two-stage high-pressure turbine. The mixed flow augmentor incorporates five segments and a variable-area nozzle. These station designations are also shown in Fig. 4.

**Summary of Flight Research Programs**

Numerous flight research programs have been conducted using the two F-15 airplanes. The major research programs (Fig. 5) are summarized here and are later discussed in more detail.

F-15A-8 was acquired in 1976 and was used to conduct basic studies of handling qualities, stability and control, aerodynamic buffet, tracking, and overall agility. At the same time, F-15A-2 was flown for engine-inlet compatibility study. Following completion of this effort, several flights were flown to evaluate changes to the F100 engines in the component improvement program.
F-15A-2 was grounded for an instrumentation phase, and the test engines were taken to NASA Lewis Research Center for calibration tests and evaluation. F-15A-2 was flown during this period by several NASA pilots to evaluate airplane flying qualities characteristics. In mid-1977, F-15A-2 was flown for the evaluation of the inlet-airframe and nozzle-aft-engine interaction characteristics. During this period, the calibrated engines were installed, the in-flight thrust was calculated, and a new thrust calculation algorithm was evaluated. Data were acquired for comparison of wind tunnel and flight measurements, and special flight test techniques were developed to improve the match between wind tunnel and flight test conditions.

In early 1978, the AEDC 10-deg transition cone was mounted on the nose of F-15A-8 and flown at Mach numbers up to 2.0. This cone had been used to calibrate 23 American and European wind tunnels for freestream disturbance levels by measuring the laminar to turbulent transition location. Two years later, a similar cone was flown at a local angle of attack of 11 deg at Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8. At this angle of attack, symmetric vortices formed on the leeward side of the cone. The pressure distributions and lines of separation were obtained. The data quality was enhanced by the use of special cockpit displays that made it possible to hold very steady flight conditions at high Mach number.

In late 1979, the flight integrity of the space shuttle thermal protection tiles needed to be verified. The F-15A-2 airplane was used, with four different tile samples mounted at various locations on the airplane. As a result of these tests, several changes were made in the tile system. At the same time, an engine-inlet static pressure (PS2) sensor was flown. Following the shuttle tile and PS2 tests, F-15A-2 airplane was retired from service and is now on display at Langley Air Force Base.

In late 1980, on the basis of NASA test experience with the F100 engine, the USAF and Pratt and Whitney expressed interest in a flight evaluation of the newly developed digital electronic engine control (DEEC) system. This engine was installed in the F-15A-8 airplane and flown in a five-phase flight evaluation that continued from 1981 to 1983. During the DEEC testing, an experiment was conducted to evaluate an in-flight structural deflection measuring system. This system was mounted on the right wing of the F-15A-8 airplane and evaluated at a series of flight conditions.

In 1983, the USAF was developing an upgraded model of the F100 engine, the F100 engine model derivative (EMD). Again, the desire for an early flight evaluation led to a joint NASA and USAF program to evaluate the F100 EMD. The tests began in March 1983 and continued into 1986.

In 1985, the Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HIDEC) program was initiated to investigate the benefits of engine-flight control integration. A digital flight control system was developed and tested. The DEEC was modified to accept commands from the HIDEC computer to trade engine stall margin for increased thrust when the full stall margin was not required. The system was installed in the airplane in early 1986.

Recently, the F-15A-8 airplane was again used in the test-bed role—in this case, to conduct research on supersonic natural laminar flow. A smooth glove was installed on the right wing, and special instrumentation was installed to determine the extent of laminar flow on a swept wing at supersonic speeds. The F-15A-8 airplane was also used to conduct studies on the acoustic characteristics of twin jets.

**Flight Test Trajectory Guidance**

A capability developed early in the F-15 flight research program has been a key part of the research output of the program. The initial program objectives included several projects in which comparisons of wind tunnel data with flight measurements were required. Previous experience in the YF-12 project pointed out the need for methods to improve the ability to achieve precise flight conditions. Therefore, a technique, called flight test trajectory guidance (Fig. 6), was developed. As shown in Fig. 6(a), telemetry data were received from the airplane, and a series of computations were performed in a ground computer. The appropriate guidance commands were generated and telemetered back to the airplane and displayed in the cockpit. In most cases, the pilot display was a modified course deviation indicator, such as that in Fig. 6(b). This device displayed pitch commands on the horizontal needle, bank angle commands on the vertical needle, and throttle commands on the side indicator. In some cases, additional information was required. For example, Fig. 6(c) shows the cockpit display of true angle of attack, true sideslip angle, true Mach number, engine airflow, and nozzle boattail angle as well. References 2 to 9 describe the flight test trajectory guidance system in more detail and also present the algorithms used to generate the guidance commands.

**Stability and Control, Handling Qualities, Buffet, and Tracking**

The initial research on F-15A-8 consisted of an evaluation of the stability and control, handling qualities, buffet characteristics, and the overall airplane tracking.10,11 Tasks included windup turns, gunsight tracking, and simulated air-to-air combat. Vortex flows that affect the high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics were studied in a water tunnel.12

**10-Deg Transition Cone Experiment**

To evaluate the effects of wind tunnel turbulence on boundary layer transition, the F-15A-8 was used as a test bed in a unique flight-to-wind-tunnel correlation experiment (Fig. 7). A sharp slender cone with an included angle of 10 deg and a length of approximately 3 ft was mounted on the nose of the F-15A-8 as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). This cone, known as the AEDC transition cone, was used previously in calibrations of 23 American and European wind tunnels. The same
instrumentation and techniques were used to detect the onset and end of boundary layer transition and to document the pressure fluctuations in the wind tunnel and in flight.

Comparisons of surface pressure fluctuations for flight, lower noise wind tunnels, and higher noise wind tunnels are shown in Fig. 7(c). The pressure fluctuation levels measured in the lower noise wind tunnels are about twice those measured in flight. The higher noise wind tunnel pressure fluctuations are an order of magnitude higher than the in-flight measurements.

Good correlation of the end of transition Reynolds number ReT was obtained between data from the lower turbulence wind tunnels and flight up to a Mach number of 1.2, as indicated in Fig. 7(d). Above Mach 1.2, however, the correlation deteriorates, with the flight ReT being 25- to 30-percent higher than the wind tunnel ReT at Mach 1.6. Additional information on the transition cone tests may be found in Refs. 13 to 18.

10-Deg Cone Separation Experiment

The three-dimensional leeward separation about the 10-deg cone at a local angle of attack of 11 deg was investigated in flight on the F-15A-8; the results are summarized in Fig. 8. A facsimile of the AEDC transition cone was instrumented with static and dynamic pressures, as shown in Fig. 8(a), and the results were compared with wind tunnel data and numerical computations. The test conditions were at Mach 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 and at Re between 7 and 10 x 10^6. Mean and fluctuating surface pressures were measured. By using obstacle blocks, skin friction magnitudes and separation line positions were obtained.

The mean static pressures from flight and wind tunnel were in good agreement. The computed results, as shown in Fig. 8(b), gave similar distributions but were slightly more positive in magnitude. The experimentally determined primary and secondary separation line locations compared closely with wind tunnel and computed results.19-21

The use of trajectory guidance was important in maintaining steady test conditions while acquiring data for the slender cone separation experiment. The Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack were maintained within strict limits at supersonic speeds in sustained turns, as indicated in Fig. 8(c).

Engine-Inlet Compatibility Project

There are several key questions in achieving compatibility between engines and inlets. These include the differences between wind tunnel and flight data, the effects of scale, the effects of Reynolds number, and the effects of filter cutoff frequencies used in data analysis. Another unknown is the effect of simulating an actual engine with a "cold pipe" engine simulator. To attempt to answer these questions, a comprehensive joint NASA and USAF project was conducted using the F-15.

Figure 9 outlines the engine-inlet compatibility research project. Data were available for a one-sixth scale model and a full-scale wind tunnel test model. The full-scale wind tunnel test model included a "cold pipe" engine simulator, as well as an actual engine. All three inlets were instrumented with total pressure sensing arrays at the engine face location. Engine face distortion parameters from the wind tunnel tests were computed and compared with flight data. The highest inlet distortion was produced at extreme flight conditions, such as -10-deg angle of attack and 10-deg sideslip. The flight test trajectory guidance technique was used to assist the pilot in attempting to achieve these conditions; an example is shown in Fig. 9(b).

The effects of Reynolds number as a function of model scale size are shown in Fig. 9(c). In general, the effects of increasing scale size and Reynolds number are favorable; pressure recovery increases, and turbulence and distortion decrease. The effects of filter cutoff frequency on the fan distortion and turbulence are shown in Fig. 9(d). These data provide a guide for selecting cutoff frequencies for future designs. Although not shown, the effect of replacing the simulated engine with an actual engine in the full-scale wind tunnel test was to reduce the distortion and improve the engine-inlet compatibility.

Engine Calibrations

Two of the F100 engines used in the flight research projects (engines P680059 and P680063) were calibrated at the NASA Lewis Research Center's Propulsion System Laboratory for thrust and airflow.24-26 These calibration results were needed for subsequent inlet and nozzle flight research projects. In addition, a simplified gross thrust method and the engine manufacturer's in-flight thrust calculation routine were evaluated in the calibration.27

Inlet-Airframe Integration Research Project

Another objective of the original F-15 program was the flight evaluation of inlet-airframe interactions. Strong and unforeseen inlet-airframe interactions had been observed on the YF-12 program. The F-15 inlet incorporates extensive variable geometry to maximize performance and, hence, provides an excellent research opportunity. Therefore, in a joint project with the USAF, the inlet of the F-15
was instrumented, and extensive evaluation and comparison with the analytical and wind tunnel data were conducted (Fig. 10).28-30

The wind tunnel model used in the project is shown in Fig. 10(a). It featured a complete airplane model with flowing inlets. The left inlet was mounted on a force balance, the right inlet was pressure instrumented, and the entire model was mounted on a force balance. The airplane was instrumented with pressure ports located at the same position as on the one-sixth scale model. The pressure integration routines were carefully coordinated between the wind tunnel and flight data analyses.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 10(b) in which the inlet lift and drag for the wind tunnel pressure integrated and force balance data are compared with the flight data for a range of Mach numbers. The inlet drag measured in flight was lower than the wind tunnel data, while the inlet lift was in good agreement. The flight-determined total inlet drag is shown in Fig. 10(c) and indicates the relative values of drag from the various sources. These results provided one of the first flight determinations of inlet drag.

**Nozzle and Aft Engine Integration**

The nozzle and aft engine integration results are summarized in Fig. 11. The left engine nozzle and afterbody were extensively instrumented with over 90 orifices, as indicated in Fig. 11(a). These orifice locations matched those of the 1/12th scale wind tunnel model tested at NASA Langley Research Center. Results are presented in Refs. 31 to 36. A typical comparison of flight to wind tunnel data at one orifice row, illustrated in Fig. 11(b), shows good agreement at Mach 0.6, and poorer agreement at Mach 0.9 and 1.2.

The overall nozzle drag, or axial force, plotted in Fig. 11(c), shows the strong effect of Mach and boattail angle. The variation of nozzle drag with Re in Fig. 11(d) shows the drag coefficient decreasing as Re increases. It was found that the effect of the fore/over-inlets on the wind tunnel model was affecting the vortex flow over the upper part of the airplane and affecting the flow quality at the nozzle.

**In-Flight Thrust**

The two F100 engines that had been calibrated at the NASA Lewis Research Center were flown in the F-15. These engines (P680059 and P680063) were instrumented to provide input data for the simplified gross thrust method and the in-flight thrust calculation method. Results showed that the simplified gross thrust method was a suitable alternative to more complex methods for determining in-flight gross thrust.

**Shuttle Thermal Protection System Evaluation**

During the first ferry flight of the space shuttle orbiter, Columbia, on the top of the Boeing 747 carrier aircraft, some of the thermal protection system tiles and gap fillers loosened or migrated. This unanticipated occurrence at modest flight conditions initiated a reassessment of the effects of airloads on the thermal protection system during launch and reentry.

F-15A-2 aircraft was used to assist in certification of the tiles prior to the first shuttle launch (Fig. 12). In-flight aerodynamic loads tests of four shuttle tile areas, shown in Fig. 12(a), were conducted. The objective of the tests was to demonstrate the performance of the tiles and gap fillers at dynamic pressures up to 1.4 times the predicted launch loads. The four articles tested on the F-15A-2 aircraft were mounted in two separate locations, as indicated in Fig. 12(b). Three test articles were mounted on the right wing, and the other was mounted on the left wing. The wing leading edge, window post, and vertical stabilizer tile articles were mounted on the wing. Fig. 12(c) shows the vertical stabilizer article. The shuttle wing glove test article was mounted on the F-15A-2 wing glove, as shown in Fig. 12(d).

Flight test trajectory guidance was used to assist the pilot in flying flight profiles that would provide the proper simulated airloads to the test articles. The test results provided a data base for the verification of wind tunnel data and analytical predictions. In general, the F-15A-2 simulations of the predicted maximum airloads expected on the shuttle were good. The testing did reveal two deficiencies that required redesign. The gap filler assembly and the tile carrier plate assembly were redesigned. Also, a modification of the window post closeout tile was made because the pressure under the window post was higher than predicted. Both modifications were accomplished on the shuttle prior to its first flight.38

**Engine-Inlet Static Pressure**

Engine-inlet pressure is a key parameter needed for control of advanced engines. This parameter may be measured directly by total pressure probes, however, total pressure distortion introduces wide variations in the readings or requires a large number of measurements to be made. An alternative is to measure static pressure. Wall static pressures also are sensitive to distortion, however, a stream static pressure at the engine hub has shown promise of providing a useful engine control signal. Therefore, NASA, in conjunction with Pratt and Whitney, has conducted studies39-41 of an engine inlet static pressure (PS2) probe (Fig. 13).

Figure 13(a) shows the hemispherical head PS2 probe on the F100 engine. A 35-probe total pressure array was installed in the engine-inlet guide vanes to provide a correlation with the PS2 probe, as indicated in Fig. 13(b). The ratio of the average fan inlet total pressure (PT2) to PS2 was determined in a number of flights. A manual test control system was used to move the inlet ramps to off-schedule positions to increase distortion up to the point of engine stall. Typical
results are shown in Fig. 13(c). The effects of distortion produce a repeatable change in the ratio of the average PT2 to PS2, thus providing a very useful control system signal that is used in the DEEC.

DEEC Evaluation

The DEEC is a full-authority digital system developed to replace the hydromechanical unified fuel control and the supervisory engine electronic control on the F100 engine. The DEEC (Fig. 14) was installed on an F100 engine and flown in the F-15A-8 in a five-phase joint NASA, USAF, and Pratt and Whitney evaluation. The DEEC provides control of the compressor inlet variable vanes (CIVV), the rear compressor variable vanes (RCVV), the start bleed, the main combustor fuel flow, the augmentor fuel flow, and the variable area nozzle, as indicated in Fig. 14(a). The DEEC is a single-channel system with selected input-output redundancy and a simple independent hydromechanical backup control, as shown in Fig. 14(b).

The DEEC incorporates closed-loop control of engine pressure ratio (EPR) and airflow. This eliminates the need for periodic ground trim runs to keep the engine operating within desired limits. It also provides closed-loop starting capability. This capability allowed the F100 airstart envelope to be improved as shown in Fig. 14(c), with airspeed reductions of 75 knots.

The DEEC also incorporates improved augmentor control that results in significant improvements in augmentor lighting capability. Figure 14(d) shows the high-altitude low-airspeed idle-to-maximum power throttle transient success at the end of the fourth phase of testing, and also shows the lines of success from previous tests. The overall improvement is in excess of 10,000 ft. The occurrence of augmentor associated stalls was greatly reduced.

In addition, the DEEC has extensive fault detection and accommodation (FDA) capability. In excess of 160 faults can be detected, and many of these can be accommodated by an alternate logic path or reduced capability operation. To evaluate the FDA capability in flight, a series of valves and switches were installed on the engine to introduce simulated failures to the DEEC in flight, as indicated in Fig. 14(e). The FDA logic was evaluated over the test conditions shown in Fig. 14(f) in the fifth phase of DEEC testing. Several problems were identified in detecting failures but, once detected, operation with failed sensors was very successful.

The DEEC evaluation was highly successful, leading to full-scale development and production of an improved version of the F100, the F100-PW-220 engine.

Deflection Measuring System

During the DEEC evaluation, a brief flight evaluation of a deflection measuring system was conducted. This system, designed to provide direct readout of structural deflections, was needed for the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) and X-29 programs, in which composite structural materials and aeroelastic tailoring were employed. The F-15A-8 was used to develop, check out, and evaluate the operation of the deflection measurement system. The system flown on the F-15A-8 (Fig. 15), consisted of light-emitting diode targets and diode receiver array mounted on the F-15 wing upper surface, as indicated in Fig. 15(a). The upper wing was painted black to minimize the effects of sunlight on the system. The schematic view of the system in Fig. 15(b) shows the light-emitting diode targets that are sequentially illuminated and the diode receiver that senses the deflection. The system operation resulted in various levels of normal acceleration and was validated for the HiMAT and X-29 programs.

F100 EMD Flight Evaluation

An advanced version of the F100 engine, the F100 EMD, was evaluated in the F-15A-8. The EMD program is a USAF program to provide significant improvements to existing engines. The USAF developed the F100 EMD, in conjunction with Pratt and Whitney (company designation PW112B), and formulated a joint program with NASA to conduct a flight evaluation (Fig. 16). The advanced features of the F100 EMD, shown in Fig. 16(a), include a redesigned fan with higher airflow and pressure ratio, a revised combustor, single crystal turbine blades and vanes, a DEEC, and a redesigned 16-segment augmentor.

The F100 EMD engine has about 15 percent more thrust than the standard F100. This improves the performance of the plane significantly. Figure 16(b) shows that the time to accelerate from Mach 0.8 to 2.0 is reduced by 25 percent. The airplane also has supersonic cruise capability (Mach 1.15) at intermediate power with the F100 EMD engines. The 16-segment augmentor, which replaced the 5-segment augmentor of the F100, exhibited improved operation. The smaller pressure pulses associated with the smaller number completely eliminated augmentor induced stalls in the flight evaluation, as indicated in Fig. 16(c).

During the flight evaluation, compressor stalls were encountered during intermediate-to-ide power throttle transients at extremely high-altitude and low-airspeed conditions. These stalls were not predicted by analytical or altitude facility test results. Special high-response pressure probes were installed at the fan discharge; they demonstrated that, under certain conditions, flow separation occurred and resulted in increased distortion to the compressor. The reason that the altitude facility results could not duplicate the flight results is not clear. More information on the F100 EMD evaluation is presented in Refs. 68 to 71.

HIDEC Project

The objective of the HIDEC project is to evaluate the performance improvements and mission effectiveness increases that result from propulsion and flight control integration. This will be accomplished on the F-15A-8 by integra-
ting the flight control and engine control systems (Fig. 17). As shown in Fig. 17(a), the F-15A-8 has been equipped with a digital electronic flight control system (DEECS), and digital interface and bus control equipment to permit the flight controls and engine controls to communicate. An uplink from ground-based computers permits control computations to be made in general-purpose computers in higher order languages and then uplinked to the airplane.

One of the HIDEC modes is an adaptive engine control system (ADECS) mode in which engine stall margin is traded for increased performance as a function of flight conditions. Typically, engine stall margin is set to accommodate the worst case combination of engine and inlet generated disturbances. When either the engine or inlet disturbances are less severe, additional performance may be obtained in the form of increased thrust, decreased fuel consumption, or increased engine life. Figure 17(b) shows a block diagram of the ADECS mode. Inputs from the DEECS representing airplane attitudes, rates, and pilot inputs are used to compute the current and predicted inlet distortion and, hence, the fan stall margin requirements. The DEEC provides information on the engine status from which the required stall margin is computed. The allowable EPR is calculated, and the difference between the current and the allowable EPR is then transmitted to the DEEC. Thrust increases are predicted to be in the 5- to 10-percent range, with fuel flow reductions in the 5- to 15-percent range, as shown in Figs. 17(c) and 17(d).

Supersonic Laminar Flow

The occurrence of natural laminar flow on airfoils is of interest in drag reduction efforts. In particular, there is little or no information on the extent of natural laminar flow on swept wings at supersonic speeds. The F-15A-8 was used as a test-bed airplane to investigate supersonic laminar flow (Fig. 18). A very smooth fiberglass glove was installed on the leading edge of the right wing, as shown in Fig. 18(a). Pressure instrumentation installed in the glove measures the pressure gradient, and hot film anemometers were used to determine the extent of laminar flow, as indicated in Fig. 18(b). Flight runs confirmed that small amounts of natural laminar flow exist at supersonic speeds at certain conditions.

High-Altitude Partial Pressure Protective System

As an alternative to cumbersome pressure suits, the Royal Air Force high-altitude partial pressure protective system (jerkin) was evaluated in the F-15A-8 (Fig. 19). The jerkin system, shown in Fig. 19(a), consists of a pressure jerkin torso garment, anti-gravity trousers, a pressure demand mask, and a pressure regulator. The system provides the pilot with safe get-down capability in case of cockpit depressurization at altitudes up to 60,000 ft, as indicated in Fig. 19(b). The jerkin has been used for flights at high altitudes in the supersonic laminar flow project and in high-altitude engine and augmentor evaluations.

Flight and Publication Rates

The flight rates of F-15A-2 and F-15A-8 are shown in Fig. 20. Prior to its retirement, F-15A-2 flew 140 research flights with an average of 28 flights/yr. F-15A-8 has flown 193 flights for an average of 19 research flights/yr. There has been increasing use of aerial refueling to extend flight times in the latter years.

The publication rate (reference reports and papers) was approximately 6/yr for the first 6 yr and has increased to approximately 19/yr for the last 3 yr.

Summary

A 10-yr flight research program has been conducted at NASA Ames-Dryden with the F-15 airplane. More than 330 flights have been flown, and over 85 reports and papers have been published. The F-15 has been demonstrated to be a versatile and effective airplane for a wide variety of flight experiments. The results have been used to provide early insight into problems before new systems are committed to production. It has served as an effective way to transition technology into operational use. Results have been used to verify and validate some currently used test techniques, as well as to point out limitations and weaknesses in some areas. Flight test trajectory guidance techniques that have been developed have increased the quality of data for this and other flight research programs. The F-15 has served as a test-bed for proving advanced equipment for other flight vehicles and for carrying basic aerodynamic experiments into the true flight environment.
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Fig. 12 Space shuttle thermal protection system evaluation on F-15A-2 airplane.
(c) Shuttle vertical stabilizer leading edge test article mounted on F-16A-2 right wing.

(d) Shuttle wing glove test article mounted on F-16A-2 left wing glove (side view).

Fig. 12 Concluded.
(a) Engine-inlet static pressure (PS2) and fan inlet total pressure (PT2) probes at engine face.

(b) Engine-inlet pressure instrumentation.

(c) Maximum-minimum total pressure distortion factor.

Fig. 13 Engine-inlet static pressure experiment.
(a) Section view of F100 engine used in flight evaluation.

(b) DEEC system diagram.

Fig. 14 DEEC research project.
(c) Results of DEEC spool-down airstart tests.

(d) Test results for idle-to-maximum power throttle transients.

(e) Fault detection and accommodation modifications on F100 engine.

(f) Fault detection and accommodation test points.

Fig. 14 Concluded.
(a) F-15A-8 airplane with deflection measuring system installed on right wing.

(b) Deflection measuring system schematic.

Fig. 15 Deflection measuring system evaluation.
(a) Section view of engine showing advanced features.

(b) Comparison of 40,000-ft level accelerations at maximum power and standard day conditions.

(c) Successful idle-to-maximum power throttle transients.

Fig. 16 F100 EMD evaluation.
(a) Features of F-15 HIDE C research airplane.

(b) ADECS.

(c) Predicted thrust increase for ADECS mode at maximum power.

(d) Predicted reduction in fuel flow with engine pressure ratio uptrim to obtain nonuptrimmed maximum thrust.

Fig. 17 HIDE C project.
(a) Supersonic laminar flow glove.

(b) Wing glove showing instrumentation.

Fig. 18 Supersonic laminar flow experiment.

(a) Pressure jerkin and dual-bladder anti-gravity suit trousers.

(b) Pressure jerkin altitude envelope.

Fig. 19 Royal Air Force high-altitude partial pressure protective assembly.
Fig. 20 F-15 research program flight and publication rates.
NASA conducted a multidisciplinary flight research program on the F-15 airplane. The program began in 1976 when two preproduction airplanes were obtained from the U.S. Air Force. Major projects involved stability and control, handling qualities, propulsion, aerodynamics, propulsion controls, and integrated propulsion-flight controls. Several government agencies and aerospace contractors were involved. In excess of 330 flights were flown, and over 85 papers and reports were published. This document describes the overall program, the projects, and the key results. The F-15 was demonstrated to be an excellent flight research vehicle, producing high-quality results.